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Abstract: Groupwise registration has recently been proposed for simultaneous and consistent registra-
tion of all images in a group. Since many deformation parameters need to be optimized for each image
under registration, the number of images that can be effectively handled by conventional groupwise
registration methods is limited. Moreover, the robustness of registration is at stake due to significant
intersubject variability. To overcome these problems, we present a groupwise registration framework,
which is based on a hierarchical image clustering and atlas synthesis strategy. The basic idea is to
decompose a large-scale groupwise registration problem into a series of small-scale problems, each of
which is relatively easy to solve using a general computer. In particular, we employ a method called
affinity propagation, which is designed for fast and robust clustering, to hierarchically cluster images
into a pyramid of classes. Intraclass registration is then performed to register all images within indi-
vidual classes, resulting in a representative center image for each class. These center images of differ-
ent classes are further registered, from the bottom to the top in the pyramid. Once the registration
reaches the summit of the pyramid, a single center image, or an atlas, is synthesized. Utilizing this
strategy, we can efficiently and effectively register a large image group, construct their atlas, and, at
the same time, establish shape correspondences between each image and the atlas. We have evaluated
our framework using real and simulated data, and the results indicate that our framework achieves
better robustness and registration accuracy compared to conventional methods. Hum Brain Mapp
31:1128–1140, 2010. VC 2010 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
Medical image registration has been an important topic
in research and clinical studies for decades, due to its
wide spread applications in aiding alignment and compar-
ison of longitudinal and cross-sectional data, thus facilitat-
ing diagnosis, guiding treatments, and monitoring disease
progression [Woods et al., 1992; Hajnal et al., 1995; Maintz
and Viergever, 1998; Holden et al., 2000; Hill et al., 2001;
Zitová and Flusser, 2003]. For example, to monitor tumor
growth using the patient images obtained at different time
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points, we can first use a mechanical model to simulate
the tumor growth and then use a registration method to
estimate the remaining deformations as we did in
Mohamed et al. [2006]. Besides techniques for single-mo-
dality image registration, multimodality registration tech-
niques are required to fuse information across modalities
for better insight and understanding of the anatomy and
functions of a specific organ [Hill et al., 1991; Meltzer
et al., 1990]. To this end, methods using information theo-
retic metrics, such as mutual information (MI) and normal-
ized mutual information (NMI), both of which are capable
of measuring multimodality similarity, have been devel-
oped and successfully applied [Luan et al., 2008; Maes
et al., 1997; Pluim et al., 2003; Studholme et al., 1999; Wells
et al., 1996]. For accurate registration, transformations with
higher degrees of freedom (DOF) than those of rigid or
affine transformations are crucial to ensure proper captur-
ing of the subtle changes in the anatomical structures.
Such transformations can be represented by a linear com-
bination of polynomial terms [Woods et al., 1998a,b], basis
functions [Friston et al., 1995], or B-Splines [Rueckert
et al., 1999].
Although many techniques have been proposed for
medical image registration, most of them in nature belong
to the category of pairwise registration, where a floating
image is mapped to the space of a fixed image. When pair-
wise methods are directly applied to register a group of
images, one image from the group needs to be selected as
a reference or template, and this may introduce bias to the
subsequent image analysis. With advances in imaging and
storage technologies, implementation of more efficient
techniques involving registration of more than a pair of
images is now more feasible. To this end, groupwise regis-
tration has been recently proposed to match correspond-
ences and register all images in a population
simultaneously [Crum et al., 2004; Toga and Thompson,
2001]. Guimond et al. [2000] proposes to model a group of
images in terms of the average intensity and shape image.
Pairwise registration is employed to deform all images to
a reference. The average intensity and shape image is then
produced by warping the average of those registered
images via the mean of the deformations linking the refer-
ence to all individual images. By iteratively mapping
images to their average in a multiresolution fashion, an
atlas, which is the average of both intensity and geometry,
can be constructed to depict the group mean, while the
variation of all individual images can be captured by their
estimated deformation fields to the group mean [Kova-
cevic et al., 2004, 2005; Woods, 2003]. Seghers et al. [2004]
performed pairwise registration between all possible pairs
of images in the group, and constructs the atlas by voxel-
wise averaging of all images after mapping them to their
mean morphological images. Each mean morphological
image is determined by the average of transformations
from a particular image to all other images in the group.
Park et al. [2005] defined an image closest to the popula-
tion mean geometry as a tentative template and generates
the atlas by iteratively registering all images onto the tem-
plate and replacing the template with the mean of the
aligned images. The mean geometry is determined with
the aid of information of relative locations provided by
multidimensional scaling (MDS). These methods succeed
in achieving the goal of groupwise registration; however,
they suffer from high computational complexity, especially
when the size of the image dataset increases.
More efficient groupwise registration methods have sub-
sequently been proposed. Joshi et al. [2004] proposed a
method for atlas estimation in a large deformation diffeo-
morphic setting. In Zöllei et al. [2005], a gradient-based sto-
chastic optimizer is employed to minimize an information-
theoretic objective function, and an affine congealing
[Learned-Miller, 2006; Miller et al., 2000] mechanism is used
to drive each image to the center of the group simultane-
ously. This scheme does not call for any arbitrary selection
of template and eventually produces an unbiased atlas.
Balci et al. [2007] later used the framework used in Zöllei
et al. [2005] and extended it to a nonrigid groupwise regis-
tration algorithm by incorporating free-form B-Splines to
represent nonrigid deformations. For convenience, we will
use the term ‘‘congealing’’ referring to the method reported
in Balci et al. [2007] in the rest of the article.
Recently, it has been reported that a single mode is not
sufficient to account for the variation of all images in a
population [Allassonnière et al., 2007; Blezek and Miller,
2007; Sabuncu et al., 2008]. Moreover, independently esti-
mating correspondences between each individual image
and the atlas is not always the most efficient approach.
Some images are in fact very similar and spatially close
prior to groupwise registration, and it is more efficient to
leverage their similarity and warp them to the atlas in sub-
groups rather than individually. A multiclass approach as
such can be expected to be more robust and will result in
more accurate deformation estimations, with, in the end, a
more refined atlas.
In this article, we propose a novel groupwise registra-
tion framework based on a hierarchical image clustering
and atlas synthesis strategy. In our framework, images
are hierarchically clustered into several classes using af-
finity propagation [Frey and Dueck, 2007]. This clustering
process will be iterated until the sizes of all child classes
are under a certain threshold. After the pyramid of
image classes has been established in a top–down fash-
ion, intraclass groupwise registration will be performed
bottom–up in the pyramid. In each class, images can be
registered using any existing groupwise technique, pro-
ducing the respective class center image, which will be
then registered at higher levels in the pyramid. When the
intraclass registration reaches the summit of the pyramid,
the atlas of the whole image dataset will eventually be
synthesized. At the same time, all images in the group
will be registered onto the atlas based on their respective
transformation routes. In the following, we will describe
our proposed groupwise registration framework in more
detail.
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METHODS
A hierarchical groupwise registration framework adopt-
ing a divide-and-conquer strategy is described below. We
decompose a large-scale groupwise registration problem
into a series of independent small-scale problems. The
small-scale problems are independently solved and their
results are hierarchically synthesized, leading to a com-
plete groupwise registration. In the section ‘‘Image Clus-
tering,’’ we will discuss how to decompose a large-scale
registration problem by an image clustering technique. In
the section ‘‘Atlas Synthesis,’’ we will introduce how to
produce a group mean during the registration procedure.
Image Clustering
The images in a group are clustered into different
classes, each containing only images that are spatially
close to each other in their intrinsic high-dimensional
space. Large classes are further clustered into several
smaller subclasses, and finally a pyramid of classes is con-
structed. Groupwise registration will be performed class-
wise from bottom to top of the pyramid. When intraclass
registration reaches the summit of the pyramid, a single
atlas is eventually synthesized.
Prior to image clustering, we spatially normalize all
images by performing a coarse groupwise registration to
remove some of the confounding factors that might inter-
fere with subsequent processes. This normalization phase
aligns all images using low DOF transformation so that
the clustering algorithm can more accurately capture the
image spatial distribution. Because of processing speed
concern, we perform only a very coarse groupwise regis-
tration. Specifically, the method reported in Zöllei et al.
[2005] is used for linear alignment, while the nonlinear
part is handled by the congealing method [Balci et al.,
2007], where the density of B-Spline control points (corre-
sponding to the DOF of transformations) is set very low
(four control points in each dimension). The transforma-
tion for each image estimated in this phase is stored and
will be utilized later when establishing correspondences
between images and the synthesized atlas.
A common approach for clustering is to locate a set of
class centers, which could minimize certain distance mea-
sure such as the sum of Euclidean distances between the
class centers and their constituent subjects. The conven-
tional k-means clustering technique [MacQueen, 1967], for
instance, iteratively updates assignments of the subjects to
k classes based on the specific distance metric and calcu-
lates the mean of the subjects in each class as tentative
center. Nevertheless, this approach is quite sensitive to the
initial condition, where k subjects are randomly selected as
the initial class centers. Sometimes, no decent solution
could be obtained even if a huge number of trials with dif-
ferent initial conditions are used. Furthermore, even some
seemingly reasonable solutions could introduce unex-
pected bias to the clustering results and hence lead to an
incorrect representation of the true distribution of the sub-
ject images [Jain et al., 1999].
In this study, we employ a recently proposed method
called affinity propagation [Frey and Dueck, 2007] for fast
and robust clustering. For each detected class by affinity
propagation, a single subject image is determined as the
exemplar to represent the whole class. In contrast to con-
ventional clustering techniques, affinity propagation con-
siders all images as potential exemplars without the need
of arbitrary preselection. By relating each image in the
group with a node in a network/graph, affinity propaga-
tion tries to locate an optimal set of exemplars and their
corresponding classes via a message-passing mechanism
along the edges between each pair of nodes. The message-
passing mechanism updates the ‘‘responsibility’’ and
‘‘availability’’ of each node by exchanging messages
between the nodes, and the two attributes will finally
determine the likelihood of a certain node in becoming an
exemplar. To initialize the responsibility and availability
values, affinity propagation takes as inputs real-valued
similarities between each pair of input images. The simi-
larity measure s(j,k) between images Ij and Ik indicates
how close spatially the two images are. A higher s(j,k)
value implies that, if image Ij is determined as an exem-
plar image, the other image Ik will have more tendencies
to stay within the class represented by Ij. On the contrary,
if the value of s(j,k) is lower, Ik will have fewer chances of
being classified as belonging to the class represented by Ij.
Obviously, s(j,k) can be defined in a variety of ways,
though it is commonly defined as the negative Euclidean
distance, i.e., sðj; kÞ ¼  Ij  Ik
 2.
In our case, we have adopted mutual information (MI)
[Maes et al., 1997; Pluim et al., 2003; Wells et al., 1996] as
the similarity measure. It is worth noting that other simi-
larity measures, such as least square error (LSE) and nor-
malized mutual information (NMI) [Studholme et al.,
1999], can also be used. NMI, for example, may better
reflect the geometrical distance than MI, especially in the
case where the overlapping regions of two images are rela-
tively tiny. However, since all images in our following
experiments are of the same modality and their spatial ho-
mogeneity is enforced by the normalization phase prior to
image clustering, MI performs sufficiently well in meas-
uring the similarity for any pairwise combination of
images.
Suppose that there are n images, n(n  1)/2 pairwise MI
values need to be provided for clustering using affinity
propagation. Therefore, it is crucial that the calculation of
MI be sufficiently fast so that computation time of the
image clustering stage can be kept at a competent level.
To this end, several approaches are implemented:
• A simple but effective way is to lower the sampling
rate of the number of voxels contributing to the calcu-
lation of individual histograms as well as the joint his-
togram. In our case, MI is estimated from only 25–50%
of the sampled voxels used in regular MI estimation.
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• Parzen windowing is commonly used to interpolate
the (joint) histograms for more precise estimation of
intensity probabilities and entropies [Mattes et al.,
1993; Viola and Wells, 1997]. To speed up computa-
tion, this step is removed, and the probability for any
intensity (pair) is extracted directly from a single bin
in the discrete (joint) histogram.
• The time-consuming calculation of logarithms in en-
tropy estimation is circumvented by computing in
advance a large logarithm lookup table (LUT), which
is a reasonable approach since all possible probabilities
take a finite set of discrete values.
Although this simplified estimation of MI is relatively
coarse and might potentially influence the clustering
results, one should keep in mind that the ultimate objec-
tive of image clustering in our framework is to aid the
decomposition of a complicated registration problem into
a number of small relatively easy-to-solve problems, rather
than to accurately determine the exact image spatial distri-
bution. In fact, we found that the speedup approaches
delineated above do not have significant effects on the
clustering results as well as the final constructed atlas.
In affinity propagation, the ‘‘preference’’ value, or the ‘‘self-
similarity’’ of each node, determines the likelihood of a partic-
ular image becoming an exemplar and needs to be specified
before clustering. The number of estimated exemplars, which
equals the number of classes, is strongly dependent on the
‘‘preference’’ values [Frey and Dueck, 2007]. Since no single
image is more likely than others in becoming an exemplar, the
‘‘preferences’’ for all images are set to a common value, i.e., the
median of all pairwise MI similarity values.
After a single round of clustering, there might still be too
many images in certain classes, exceeding the capacity that
can be efficiently handled by a particular groupwise regis-
tration algorithm. Clustering is hence performed again
within any class, which is still too large, to divide it further
into smaller subclasses. Extra bookkeeping is needed to
ensure that the number of child classes belonging to the
same parent class should not be too large. Otherwise, it will
be challenging and time-consuming to align all the center
images of the child classes and to estimate the center image
representing the parent class itself. For this purpose, a
threshold based on our experience is selected, and the size
of any class at any time is restricted to be no larger than this
threshold so that intraclass registration can be performed
smoothly. The size of each class should be as close as possi-
ble, to avoid the redundant levels inside the pyramid and
also to keep the number of classes as small as possible. Since
all center images need to be further registered at subsequent
higher levels in the pyramid, we expect that by keeping the
class sizes more uniformly distributed, the center images of
all classes will have similar image quality and thus a good
performance of registration on these center images can be
achieved. According to this design, our image clustering
procedure can produce a pyramid of image classes as illus-
trated in Figure 1.
Atlas Synthesis
Based on the image pyramid established through the
image clustering stage, we gradually perform intraclass
groupwise registration in a bottom–up fashion and build
an atlas space for the whole image dataset hierarchically.
Images in each class can be groupwise registered via any
existing method to produce the center image. Center
images from different classes belonging to the same parent
node are then groupwise registered to form the center
image for the parent node higher up in the pyramid.
Upon reaching the summit of the pyramid, an atlas for the
whole dataset can eventually be synthesized. We have
selected the congealing method [Balci et al., 2007] to per-
form intraclass registration. It is an open-source algorithm
built upon ITK (Insight Toolkit) and thus makes evalua-
tion of our framework more convenient and fair. In the
congealing method, voxels sampled from the same loca-
tion of different images form a stack, and the sum of in-
tensity entropies from various stacks forms the stack
entropy. Stack entropy serves as the objective function and
is minimized by a gradient-based optimizer, which simul-
taneously estimates individual transformations for differ-
ent images and finally warps all images to the atlas space.
A multiresolution registration strategy is also deployed in
the congealing method. Utilizing deformation fields regu-
lated by different densities of B-Spline control points, the
multiresolution approach could mitigate influences of local
minima and increase the robustness of registration.
Figure 1.
Illustration of a hierarchical pyramid formed by classes of images.
Each node in the pyramid denotes an identified class containing
a number of images. The edge between two nodes at a lower
level and an upper level indicates that the class at the lower
level belongs to the class at the upper level. The progression of
the bottom–up groupwise registration scheme is illustrated by
the arrows.
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For each individual node at the lowermost level of the
multilevel pyramid, intraclass groupwise registration is per-
formed and a center image is produced by averaging all the
registered images. The node is then temporarily removed
from the pyramid, and the center image representing this
class is added as a new member image to its corresponding
parent node (cf. Fig. 1). By repeating the intraclass registra-
tion and the node removal steps, the pyramid can gradually
be depleted, and the atlas will eventually be synthesized
when the summit of the pyramid is reached. The key ideas
are summarized in Figure 1, with the atlas-synthesizing pro-
cess indicated by the solid arrows.
In any node other than those at the lowermost level, the
synthesis process is more challenged, since the constituent
members inevitably consist of blurred center images from
its child nodes. We illustrate this in Figure 2a, where we
want to construct the atlas from two image classes, each of
which contains five subjects. Intraclass registration is pre-
formed independently to the two classes, and it is not sur-
prising that both center images, shown in the right panels of
the figure, are relatively blurred. The quality of the atlas,
synthesized from the center images, is hence compromised,
and structural details are lost. Especially when the DOF of
the transformation is high, the optimized solution will
become unreasonable if it is estimated upon blurred ana-
tomical information. As a remedy to this potential problem,
we introduce a refinement phase to the atlas synthesis stage,
when registration is running at high DOF.
In refinement, we modify the objective function used in
the congealing method to incorporate information not only
from the to-be-registered center images representing child
classes but also information from the original images in the
population. To achieve this, we first note that, as the regis-
tration progresses up the pyramid, each image is progres-
sively deformed following edges connecting nodes inside
the pyramid. Therefore, for each center image, we essen-
tially have a number of corresponding images deformed to
the space defined by the center image, which we call sup-
port images for easy reference. Since support images gener-
ally retain much more structural information than their
center images, we exploit the information they contain for
stack entropy estimation. Stack entropy is now formulated
using the support images of each center image with respect
to the other center images. Given the intensity vi(x) at loca-
tion x of the ith center image and vi,m(x) the intensity of the
mth support image for the ith center image, the stack en-
tropy fH in the refinement phase can be written as
fH /
P
x
PN
i¼1
log
1
N
PN
j¼1
dðx; i; jÞ
dðx; i; jÞ ¼ 1
Sir
XSi
m¼1
Gr vi;mðTiðxÞÞ  vjðTjðxÞÞ
  
8>><
>>>:
(1)
where N is the number of to-be-registered center images,
Si the number of support images for the ith center image,
and Gr() a Gaussian kernel of variance r2 used for en-
tropy estimation. By optimizing fH, the transformations
{Ti(), i = 1, . . ., N} for the center images to their parent
class center can be estimated. Note that we only need to
Figure 2.
Illustration of atlas synthesis. (a) Ten images are clustered into
two classes, and these images are groupwise registered via
our proposed framework. (b) Distributions of the 10 images
before registration, where for visualization purpose ISOMAP
[Tenenbaum et al., 2000] is used to map the 10 images into a low-
dimensional space and preserving their relative distances. The two
classes are represented by circles and crosses, respectively. (c)
Distributions of the 10 images after independent intraclass regis-
tration. (d) Center images of the two classes are registered to the
final constructed atlas as indicated by the star. (e) Distributions of
the 10 images after being mapped into the space of the atlas, using
their respective concatenated deformation fields.
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Figure 3.
Each of the three very similar brain images in the bottom is
used to generate 10 simulated images, which are shown within
the red boxes, by applying zero-mean random deformations.
Intraclass groupwise registration is performed for each class
(red arrows) resulting in three center images (blue box). These
three images are further groupwise registered (solid blue arrow)
and refined (dashed blue arrow) to synthesize the final atlas
(green box) for the 30 images. [Color figure can be viewed in
the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.
wiley.com.]
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estimate N rather than
P
i Si transformations. The refine-
ment phase will hence not greatly increase the computa-
tion cost of the whole registration process. At the same
time, the robustness and accuracy of the registration can
be expected to improve, since images with more structural
details are utilized in the optimization.
For a particular image in the population, the transforma-
tion between itself and the final atlas can be estimated by
concatenating the transformations involved in different
paths of the route traversed by the image in reaching the
summit of the pyramid. As an illustration, the two classes
shown in Figure 2a are groupwise registered, yielding two
different center images through transformations
fT1j;ijj ¼ 1; 2; i ¼ 1;    ; 5g, where j denotes a class, i an
image in the class, and T1 the transformations of the
images at the bottom level of the pyramid to their center
images. The two centers are further groupwise registered,
with refinement, to form the final atlas through transfor-
mations fT2j jj ¼ 1; 2g. Concatenating the individual overall
transformations T2j  T1j;i  T0j;i, where T0j;i indicates the trans-
formation produced in the normalization phase prior to
clustering, each image can be mapped from its original
space into the atlas space, as demonstrated in Figure 2a.
To provide better insight and illustrate the dynamics of
the proposed groupwise registration framework, we have
employed a dimensionality reduction method called
‘‘ISOMAP’’ [Tenenbaum et al., 2000] to provide a visual-
ization of the spatial distribution of images before and
after registration. Since ISOMAP approximately preserves
the relative distance (negative similarity) between any two
images, the two-dimensional representation preserves the
spatial relationship of the images in their high dimensional
space. MI is used here to measure the similarity between
any two images. Figure 2b shows the distribution of the
original ten images before registration. Two different sym-
bols, i.e., cross and circle, are used to represent the two
classes identified in the clustering stage. After these two
classes have been groupwise registered, we can observe
from Figure 2c that the distribution of images in each class
becomes much tighter. Further, the two center images are
groupwise registered, with refinement, to the final atlas,
and they are all provided in Figure 2d. The distribution of
all the images registered to the estimated atlas space is
shown in Figure 2e.
RESULTS
In the following, we will use a series of experiments to
evaluate the performance of our proposed groupwise
registration framework. In particular, we will demon-
strate that the proposed framework performs sufficiently
fast and yields improved accuracy for both real and
simulated brain images. We will show that our frame-
work has the ability to capture subtle morphological
changes in brain images, which is essential for clinical
applications, such as identifying subtle neurological dis-
order-related atrophy.
Running Time
To compare the running time of different registration
frameworks, we selected 3 very similar brain images as
seeds and separately produced 10 simulated images from
each of them by applying a set of zero-mean random
deformations. These seed images are acquired on a GE
Signa 1.5 Tesla scanner using a high-resolution volumetric
spoiled-grass (SPGR) axial series (TR ¼ 35 ms, TE ¼ 5 ms,
FOV ¼ 24 cm, flip angle ¼ 45, matrix ¼ 256  256, NEX
¼ 1, voxel dimensions 0.9375  0.9375  1.5 mm3 slice
thickness). The random deformation is regulated by B-
Spline transformation model, in which 11 control points
along each axis are used. The number of control points
here is a prime number and is different from the number
of control points used in our hierarchical groupwise regis-
tration (where 8, 16, and 32 control points are used in dif-
ferent resolutions). This is designed for making the
registration problem difficult, e.g., the simulated deforma-
tions cannot be well represented by a deformation model
used in the registration method. Furthermore, while the
mean shift of all control points is constrained to zero, the
standard deviation of their shifts is set to 10 mm so that
large brain variations can be simulated. All simulated
images are visually inspected to ensure that the deforma-
tions are realistic, reflecting biologically plausible anatomi-
cal variation.
The three seed brain images are displayed at the bottom
of Figure 3, and the corresponding simulated images are
shown within the three red boxes in the same figure.
Although these 30 simulated images were visually very
similar, our image clustering scheme successfully clustered
them into three classes, which matched the original classi-
fication exactly. After groupwise registration of all images
in each of these three classes, three center images were
produced. These three center images were groupwise
TABLE I. Comparison of computation time costs
Time cost (s)
Congealing
framework
RG
framework
Proposed
framework
Image clustering
(inclusive of
normalization phase)
— — 201
Atlas synthesis
Class/Group I — 931 862
Class/Group II — 924 851
Class/Group III — 922 858
Atlas estimation 4,148 285 301
Overall 4,148 3,062 3,073
Images and computation environment: 30 images (83  98  75
voxels); Intel Q6600 (4 Cores, 2.4 GHz) CPU.
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registered with refinement using all 30 registered images
as support images to synthesize the final atlas. The process
is illustrated by the blue arrows in Figure 3.
For evaluation of running time, we compared our frame-
work with a random grouping (RG) framework, which
uses a hierarchical registration scheme similar to ours.
However, in the RG framework, all images are randomly
assigned into different groups, instead of being clustered
based on their spatial distribution. In this case, images in
each group would have similar distribution with that of
the original dataset. This is significantly different from our
framework where images in a class are spatially close and
have a distribution that is quite different from that of the
whole dataset. For fair comparison, we used an image pyr-
amid with structure (nodes and branches) identical to the
clustered result of our framework for the RG framework.
We used the same multiresolution groupwise registra-
tion strategy for the congealing framework,1 the RG frame-
work, as well as our framework, to assure fairness of
comparison. The numbers of iterations in different resolu-
tions are automatically determined, to assure reasonable
registration accuracy with no redundant iterations. In
Table I, we have recorded the time costs for different
processing phases in individual frameworks. The follow-
ing observations can be obtained:
• Given the same number of images, the processing time
is highly dependent on the scale of the registration
problem, as well as the complexity of the spatial distri-
bution of the input images. To register images that are
more similar costs much less computation time. For
example, the intraclass registration for a single class
containing 10 images costs only 860 s via our frame-
work, while the registration to a single group in the RG
framework, where images are less similar, costs > 920 s.
• The stage of image clustering, which includes the coarse
normalization, incurs additional computation overhead,
though it is relatively insignificant. The bulk of the com-
putation happens in the stage of atlas synthesis, where a
series of groupwise registration is performed. Overall,
the hierarchical strategy proves its ability in decreasing
running time, as both the proposed framework and the
RG framework lead by a large margin in terms of com-
putation time cost. Our framework only falls a little
behind the RG framework, mainly due to the extra time
needed in the image clustering stage.
Figure 4.
Histograms of the standard deviation (STD) maps of images registered via different frameworks
in comparison. 3D renderings of the STD maps are provided for visual inspection. [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
1Direct application of the congealing algorithm to the whole set of
images.
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Figure 5.
Visual comparison of registration results yielded via both the con-
gealing method and our method on LPBA40. (a) A volume from
LPBA40, along with its respective manual labels in different colors.
(b) Forty brain images in the LPBA40 dataset after registration via
the congealing method; the left and the right superior temporal gyri
(L/R STGs) are colored in red and green, respectively. (c) The corre-
sponding brain images after groupwise registration via our method.
For all cases, the same slice is taken. [Color figure can be viewed
in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.
com.]
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Registration Accuracy
Computation speed is an important aspect in groupwise
registration, but maintaining registration accuracy is even
more crucial. After groupwise registration, we can quanti-
tatively evaluate the registration accuracy, since all images
are now in a common atlas space. Specifically, for each
given location in the image domain, the standard devia-
tion of voxel intensities from all aligned images can be cal-
culated. Then, we can compose those standard deviation
values of different locations into a single image, called as
a standard deviation map. The histogram of this standard
deviation map reflects quantitatively the residual distribu-
tions after image registration. Figure 4 shows the results
from several different registration frameworks. Obviously,
our framework (blue curve) produces a distribution, which
is more tightly concentrated at the low deviation end of
the spectrum as in Figure 4, indicating less residual errors
for the 30 aligned images and hence better registration
quality. The congealing framework and the RG framework
produce similar results. The top views of the standard
deviation maps are adjusted to the same contrast level and
the 3D renderings are provided in Figure 4. Through vis-
ual inspection, the result produced by our method is sig-
nificantly darker than other two volumes.
We employed the LONI Probabilistic Brain Atlas
(LPBA40) [Shattuck et al., 2008] to further evaluate the regis-
tration accuracy of our proposed framework. In LPBA40,
there are 40 brain MR images with 56 manual labels for dif-
ferent anatomical structures, and all of these 40 images have
already been linearly aligned to a common space. A typical
slice extracted from one of the images and its corresponding
label maps are shown in Figure 5a. By utilizing the congeal-
ing framework and our framework, these 40 images were
groupwise registered, with their labels warped to the re-
spective atlas spaces following the same deformation esti-
mated upon image intensities. For fair comparison,
computation costs for both methods were kept the same.
For visual inspection, the same slices of the 40 group-
wise registered brain images, via both the congealing
framework and our framework, are shown in Figure 5b,c.
In particular, the left and the right superior temporal gyri
(L/R STGs) are colored in red and green, respectively. It
is, however, challenging to visually determine which
method yields more accurate anatomical alignment. To
solve this problem, we describe in the following a statisti-
cal approach to quantitatively evaluate the registration
accuracy.
The Jaccard Coefficient metric [Jaccard, 1912], also
known as the Tanimoto Coefficient, is closely related to
the Dice overlap measure and is often used to measure the
similarity or overlap between a specific region of two reg-
istered images (V and U) [Postelnicu et al., 2009]. For
given regional label L, it is defined as
JðV;U;LÞ ¼ VL \ULj j
VL [ULj j : (2)
For quantitative comparison of the registration accuracy
across more than a pair of images in a certain dataset, the
metric needs to be further extended. We first create a ref-
erence image, which summarizes the common labels from
a total of N ¼ 40 images through a voting process. The Jac-
card Coefficient could then be measured for each image
with respect to the reference.
Figure 6.
Jaccard Coefficient improvements gained in all 56 manually
labeled anatomical regions across the 40 images. [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.
interscience.wiley.com.]
Figure 7.
A visual illustration of how morphological information of individ-
ual images (top) can be captured by the deformation fields
resulting from their transformations to the atlas space (bottom).
The estimated deformation fields can be used to compare the
morphological differences between the images.
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For any selected label, the Jaccard Coefficient of each
image registered to the atlas is computed. In Figure 6, we
show the average values of the Jaccard Coefficients of dif-
ferent images after groupwise registration, yielded via the
congealing method and our framework, for all the 56 man-
ually labeled anatomical regions. It is obvious that both
methods can effectively improve the matching of most an-
atomical regions. However, in most regions (51 out of 56),
our framework achieves higher scores than the congealing
framework. Taking into consideration the volume sizes for
different anatomical labels, the improvement of the
weighted average overlap rate across the whole brain is
3.966% by our framework, compared to the congealing
framework. The experimental results indicate that our
method yields higher registration accuracy.
Ability to Capture Morphological Changes
The estimated transformation for each image defines the
anatomical correspondence and captures the relative mor-
phological distances [Baloch et al. 2007; Davatzikos et al.
1996] between the original image and the final atlas.
Therefore, the individual transformation can be used to
quantitatively characterize pathological abnormalities
[Ashburner and Friston, 1999; Christensen et al., 1993;
Miller and Younes, 2001; Miller et al., 1997; Shen and
Davatzikos, 2002]. This is illustrated in Figure 7, where
two images are warped into the atlas space utilizing their
respective estimated transformations. By reversing their re-
spective deformation fields, morphological differences
between them can be measured in a common datum
defined by the atlas.
We used two sets of images, each of which contained 12
images, as the testing subjects. The first set was composed
of 12 images, and the second set was simulated from the
first set by inducing simulated atrophies in the superior
temporal gyrus (STG) and the precentral gyrus (PCG)
[Davatzikos et al., 2001; Xue et al., 2006]. Sample slices are
shown in Figure 8a–d. For each simulated image, we
knew exactly the amount of atrophies (around 10% of the
original volume), as indicated by red arrows in Figure 8a–
d. After registration via either the congealing method or
our framework, the deformation field between each image
and the final estimated atlas was obtained. Based on the
inverse of the deformation field, the Jacobian determinant
map was computed for each image to measure the relative
voxelwise spatial change in relation to the atlas. In the
atlas space, we performed paired t-tests using SPM
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) on the Jacobian de-
terminant maps to compare the group differences between
the two sets of images. Paired t-tests can discard random
variations and identify significant group differences. In
Figure 8e,f, we show the distribution of t-values produced
by the paired t-tests. The cluster of high t-values indicates
the location where the simulated atrophies can be
detected. Detailed values of the paired t-tests are shown in
Table II. Higher t-values indicate that the detected group
difference is more significant. Hence, we expect to see the
higher t-values in STG and PCG where simulated atrophies
Figure 8.
Original MR images, (a) and (c), and their corresponding images
with simulated atrophies in (b) the precentral gyrus (PCG) and (d)
the superior temporal gyrus (STG), respectively. In (e) and (f), dis-
tributions of t-values are provided. [Color figure can be viewed in
the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
TABLE II. Paired t-test results of simulated brain
atrophy detection
Locations
Congealing method Our framework
PPWE PFDR t-value PPWE PFDR t-value
STG 0.036 0.007 6.98 0.004 0.001 7.97
PCG 0.055 0.007 6.75 0.007 0.001 7.67
Figure 9.
Comparison of histograms of Jacobian determinants yielded via
the congealing framework and our framework. [Color figure can
be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.
interscience.wiley.com.]
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are located. As in Table II, the t-values in both STG and
PCG show that our method gives significant improvement
over the congealing method, considering the nonlinearity of
t-values.
As an endnote, it is also important to note that a smooth
deformation field is important to ensure preservation of
the anatomical topology. We compare the histograms of
Jacobian determinants of the deformation fields produced
via both the congealing method and our framework. From
Figure 9, we could obviously observe that the Jacobian
determinants of the deformation fields obtained via our
framework distribute more tightly around 1.0 than those
of the congealing method. This proves the capability of
our framework in producing less noisy transformations,
since a more concentrated distribution of Jacobian determi-
nants around 1.0 implies more smoothness of the deforma-
tion field.
CONCLUSION
In this article, a novel groupwise registration framework,
utilizing a hierarchical image clustering and atlas synthesis
strategy, is proposed. A large-scale groupwise registration
problem is decomposed hierarchically into a series of small-
scale groupwise registration problems, each of which can be
solved with relatively less effort and at increased accuracy.
We show that image cluster information can be employed to
guide the groupwise registration and to effectively increase
its robustness, since within-class transformations can be
estimated with more certainty. Experimental results indi-
cate that higher registration accuracy can be achieved with
the proposed framework, within an acceptable length of
computation time. In the future, we will further validate the
effectiveness of our framework by applying it to various
large-scale clinical studies.
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